Atmos Batch

Atmos Batch
The most accurate batch-tracking tool on the
market, uniquely effective for long pipelines
with large elevation changes and prominent
vapor pockets
With Atmos Batch, a pipeline operator knows for
certain the location of the head and tail of every
batch in a multiple product pipeline to swing
valves with confidence at the time they arrive at
their destination. An accurate visual display reports
batch details and other valuable information to the
commercial department, helping to optimize sales
revenues.

Features
• Real-time tracking of batch sizes and
movements from their injection to partial or
full delivery
• Real-time calculation of the batch ‘Head’
and ‘Tail’ positions reported in distance and
volume units from main inlet
• Real-time Estimated Time of Arrival to all
subsequent stations or points-of-interest
along the route
• Real-time distance from main injection and
to all subsequent stations or points-ofinterest

• Real-time volume from main injection and to
all subsequent stations or points-of-interest
• Works on bi-directional pipelines
• Unaffected by changes in pipeline
conditions such as stoppage, restart, or flow
reversal
• Calculates and tracks interface mixing
between products of different properties
• Smart and automatic, batch-scheduled
import tool via OPC
• Smart and manual, batch-scheduled import
tool via CSV or user interface
• Controlled delivery of fungible products
• Real-time tracking of drain/fill volumes
• Real-time tracking of slack volume in
regions with significant elevation changes
• Comprehensive, intelligent reports for
arrival, custody, and inline content

System overview display highlights valuable information
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Why Atmos Batch is better?
It is relatively simple to track multiple batches in
a pipeline with no elevation changes and a fixed
internal diameter. However, it is far more complex
to track multiple batches in a pipeline with
significant elevation changes and different sizes in
diameter. When pipeline operational variables fall
below the liquid critical point, column separation
occurs. This phenomenon changes the liquid
volume contained within a pipeline, affecting the
physical locations of the batches and their ETAs at
subsequent stations. Draining or filling a pipeline
has the same effect. Atmos Batch calculates the
volume contained within a pipeline by tracking

the volume injected and using known properties,
without additional theoretical assumptions that
add unnecessary complexity and uncertainties.
This unique approach assures a more accurate,
reliable, and robust system. Even when a batch
has traveled over 1,000km (624 mi) through
drastic elevation changes, the ETA has proven to
be accurate to within minutes.
Atmos Batch identifies batch injections from
many indicators, such as valve movement or
other instrumentation and process changes.
The physical volume of the pipeline and fluid
velocity is used to estimate batch time of arrival at
subsequent stations.

Batch general information

Batch estimated time of arrival, distance, and volume to upcoming stations

Manual temperature/volume correction allows
the user to adjust the pipeline’s internal volume to
match specific ambient temperature conditions
for seasonal changes, improving batch tracking
accuracy all year around.
Atmos Batch differentiates the start and end of
batches from operating conditions such as, but
not limited to:
• Valve movements and alignment
• Density readings from dedicated
instrumentation
• Color dye recognition by dedicated Optical
Interface detectors and colorimeters
• Manual inputs from the controller using the
Atmos user interface
The operations team can access every report
needed to compare and review the progress of
current and past batches via the intuitive reporting
tool.
Temperature-volume correction table

Atmos Batch Reports
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flow and pressure data to
provide a highly-accurate
calculation of the hydraulics
and composition of products
in a pipeline in real-time,
while the Tuning Assistant
keeps the model as close
to reality as possible. Atmos
Batch is a module of Atmos
SIM and uses the same
schematic as the pipeline
model, Atmos SIM leak
detection, and Atmos Pig.

Station configuration engineered in Atmos SIM

Batch tracking takes advantage of a real-time
transient model to optimize its accuracy as
operating conditions change. Atmos Batch can be
configured as a full model, or as an incompressible
model, depending on the industry, operation,
and fluid type. Atmos SIM’s unique Maximum
Likelihood State Estimator (MLSE) uses available

Atmos Batch displays
the batch lineup
information along with the
corresponding maximum and lowest allowable
pressure and head pressure, calculated
pressure, dynamic head pressure, and elevation
concerning the pipeline distance profile.
The display coordinates the colors of the
batches, allowing the operators to distinguish
the products easily.

Hydraulic profile, and graphical and tabular, display for batches in a long pipeline with drastic elevation changes

Batches on a map

System outputs
• Batch and product identifiers
• Color-coordinated batch head and tail
location per product type by distance and
volume

Sensors used
• Flow meters at inlets and outlets of the
pipeline
• Flow totalizers at inlets and outlets of the
pipeline

• ETAs to subsequent stations and any
intermediate point, including points without
instrumentation

• Batch ID, and Product ID at injections and
deliveries. Typically associated with flow
instrumentation (Optional)

• Arrival distance alarm

• Pressure sensors (Optional)

• Arrival time alarm

• Density meters, optical interface detectors,
or colorimeters (Optional)

• Arrival volume alarm

• Valve and pump status (Optional)
• Scheduled/upcoming batch injection/delivery
time alarm
• Ambient temperature sensors (Optional)
• Actual arrival alarm

Data sources

• Interface tracking and volume growth

• SCADA, DCS, PLC, or RTU

• Historical archiving and reporting of Actual
Time of Arrival for every batch
• Arrival, custody, and inline reports in PDF,
CSV, and Excel format
• Automatic generation of inline report in CSV
format for a specific time and location for
accounting purposes
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Atmos International
Email: info@atmosi.com
UK
St Paul’s 781 Wilmslow Road
Manchester M20 2RW
Tel: +44 161 445 8080
Fax: +44 161 434 6979
USA
14607 San Pedro Avenue Suite 290
San Antonio TX 78232 USA
Tel: +1 210 562 3164
Fax: +1 714 520 5326
3100 E. Miraloma Ave Suite 240 D
Anaheim CA 92806
Tel: +1 714 520 5325
Fax: +1 714 520 5326
Latin America S.A.
Edificio Murano
piso 2 oficina 23
147 Radial
200 mts N. de la Cruz Roja
Santa Ana San José
Costa Rica 10901
Tel: +1 (714) 783-3962
People’s Republic of China
705 RuiChen International Center
No13 Nongzhanguan South Road
Chaoyang District Beijing 100027
Tel: +86 10 65033031- 808
Fax: +86 10 65033085
Russian Federation
Office 1012, 1013
Marshal Rybalko St. 2
Moscow 123060
Tel: +7 499 918 4140
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About Atmos International
Atmos International (Atmos) provides pipeline leak detection and simulation technology to the oil, gas, water and associated industries.
The company was founded in 1995 in the UK by the inventor of the statistical pipeline leak detection system – Atmos Pipe, now one of
a suite of leak and theft detection solutions from Atmos. These technologies are realized on hundreds of pipelines in over 50 countries,
including major oil and gas companies such as Shell, BP, ExxonMobil, and Total. With associated offices in the USA, China, Russia,
Singapore and Costa Rica, and local agents in 28 countries, the multi-cultural and multilingual team can provide adequate support all
over the world.
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